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PREFACE

This report summarizes major problems with commonly used approaches to subjective
measurement and describes recently developed techniques for resolving some of the difficulties.
The resolutions discussed involve using experimental designs to obtain judgment data that
allow tests of underlying judgment models and thus provide the constraints needed to induce
metric scale values from ordinal information.
The report describes a new approach to complex oystem analysis-the subjective transfer
function approach-which incorporates these experimental designs. Tactical air command and
control is the complex system used to illustrate major features of the analytic technique. The
key points should be of interest to those involved in the Air Force tactical air command and
control and force employment system as well as to other agencies responsible for formulating
and using subjective measurement techniques.
The work was performed under the Project AIR FORCE research project "Tactical Air
Command and Control."
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SUMMARY

This report describes the subjective transfer function approach to complex system analysis.
This approach resolves major problems encountered with approaches to subjective measurement currently being used to evaluate complex systems.
Commonly used approaches to complex system analysis include "direct" scaling techniques
and typical applications of multiple regression and decision analyses. In these approaches,
major premises underlying conclusions about subjective processes (those that cannot be observed directly but are inferred from observed judgments) cannot, in principle, be tested within
the framework.
The resolution of the testability problem lies in the major features of the algebraic modeling
approach: (a) factorial experimental designs, (b)tests of proposed subjective algebraic judgment
models, and (c) derivation of subjective measures from appropriate models. The basic idea in
this approach to measurement is that factorial designs allow tests of the predictions of the
proposed judgment model and provide the constraints needed to induce metric scale values from
ordinal information. The model describes how components of a complex system affect judgments of an outcome. A proposed model is accepted as the appropriate description ofjudgments
when the judgments obey the predictions of the model. Subjective measures of stimuli and
responses are derived from an appropriatemodel and have meaning with respect to that model.
These basic ideas are incorporated in the subjective transfer function approach to complex
system analysis. The subjective transfer function approach has additional features especially
developed for complex system analysis in which causes and effects of numerous variables on
judged outcomes have to be explained. In this report we use the Air Force tactical air command
and control and force employment system to illustrate measurement problems, resolutions, and
features of the subjective transfer function approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A system is termed "complex" when numerous different components are needed to adequately describe it. Cause and effect relationships among many of the components of a "complex" system must be understood before one can understand what affects the important
outcomes of the system as a whole. A system's effectiveness is assessed according to these
outcomes.
System effectiveness is often evaluated using subjective measurement techniques. Typically, "experts" are asked to use a numerical scale to respond to questions about particular aspects
of a system. Measurement techniques are termed "subjective" when they require interpretation
of experts' responses in terms of processes that cannot be directly observed. Response interpretations usually concern (a) the "subjective scale values" associated with specified
characteristics of the system and/or (b) how subjective values of the system's characteristics
affect judgments of a system's outcome (which requires specifying the expert's underlying
judgment model). Response interpretations are usually used as input to operational and management decisions.
Subjective measurement evaluations of complex systems are encountered in both civilian
and military sectors. Within the Air Force, subjective measurement is the primary method used
by Mission Area Analysis in support of the planning, programming and budgeting process, and
it is being considered for application to long range planning as well as for evaluating tactical
air command and control. It is therefore important to develop sound measurement techniques
that allow tests of causal theories about judgments of system effectiveness.
The purpose of this report is to describe a new approach to complex system analysis-the
subjective transferfunction approach. This approach allows tests of judgment theories of complex systems, thereby resolving major measurement problems encountered with commonly
used approaches.
The subjective transfer function approach to complex system analysis was developed during
research on evaluating the command, control, and employment system for the United States
Air Force tactical air forces. Consequently, that complex system will be used to discuss subjective measurement issues and describe the subjective transfer function approach.

OUTLINE OF THE REPORT
In the remaining portion of this section, we present a simplified version of the components
and component interrelationships that make up a tactical air command and control and force
employment representation. The variables in this representation will be used for illustrative
purposes throughout the report.
In Section II we draw on a body of literature to discuss flaws in measurement approaches
commonly used to evaluate complex systems, including "direct" scaling and typical applications of multiple regression and decision analysis. The basic measuement problem with
these methods is that conclusions concerning subjective scale values and models rest on premises that are untested in practice and, more important, untestable in principle.
In Section I1, we describe and illustrate the algebraic modeling approach to subjective
measurement, which provides a framework for resolving the testability problem identified in
Section II in fairly simple situations where only a few components are involved.
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In Section IV, we describe our subjective transfer function approach to complex system
analysis. This measurement appr oach resolves the problems identified in Section II for a system
composed of numerous components, or a "complex" system. The measurement problems are
resolved by incorporating the experimental designs that characterize the algebraic modeling
approach and by adding design features necessary to functionally interrelate components of a
complex system. There are three parts to the subjective transfer function approach: (1) defining
a complex system representation, (2) obtaining subjective transfer functions, and (3) using the
transfer functions for comparative system analysis.

TACTICAL AIR COMMAND AND CONTROL AND FORCE
EMPLOYMENT REPRESENTATION
Tactical air command and control is the means by which an air commander brings tactical
air forces to bear against an enemy in war. As such, it directly and vitally influences the force
employment, or the effectiveness of the tactical air forces in accomplishing military objectives
and thereby substantially influences the overall conflict outcome. Hence, it is important to
determine how well our tactical air command and control processes and systems can meet
wartime requirements and how changes in those processes and systems would affect command
and control effectiveness. Evaluating command and control was the primary goal in developing
the subjective transfer function approach.
A simplified conceptualization of tactical air command and control and force employment
is shown in Fig. 1. This representation depicts a network of hypothesized system components
and their interrelationships. The components of this graphic representation will be used
throughout the paper to illustrate and discuss measurement issues. For those unfamiliar with
the nature of Air Force tactical air command and control and force employment, a detailed
description of each of the components shown in Fig. 1 is presented in Appendix A.
The system has been structured into four tiers. At the highest tier is a particular land battle
in which tactical air forces would be employed to help gain a favorable outcome. The next tier
down represents the specific Tactical Air Operations (TAOs) the tactical air forces would
perform: Close Air Support (CAS), where tactical aircraft attack enemy ground forces that are
in contact with friendly ground forces; Interdiction, where tactical aircraft attack enemy forces
and resources well behind the main battle line; and Airlift, where tactical transports deliver
men, munitions, weapons, and equipment to the forces involved in the battle.
The next two tiers--Functions and Elements--characterize tactical air command and
control. Command and control affects the TAOs by Planning each operation ahead of time,
Directing specific units to perform each operation, and Controlling (monitoring and adjusting)
each operation during execution of the plan. These Functions-Planning, Directing, and Controlling-must each meet different specific requirements for each different TAO.
The bottom tier represents the Elements used to perform the functions. For this simplified
illustration we selected the following: the Friendly Information and Enemy Information coming into the command and control system; the Processes by which information is made available
for use in the system; and the Communications (COMM) used to give directions to the tactical
forces.,
IComponents in the Function and Element tiers in Fig. 1 that are labeled the same are to be considered
different. For example, Planning Interdiction operations and Planning Airlift operations address greatly different environments, goals, tactics, etc., and hence require different considerations, techniques and procedures.
Thus, this hierarchy has 24 different Element components that impact through the intermediate Function
and TAO components on the Land Battle.
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II. MEASUREMENT APPROACHES COMMON',Y USED
IN EVALUATING COMPLEX SYSTEMS

Some of the more commonly used subjective measurement techniques in complex systems
analysis include so-called "direct" scaling techniques, multiple regression analyses. decision
analyses, and various combinations of these approaches. Problems with these techniques have
been discussed in detail elsewhere (Anderson, 1974; Birnbaum, 197:3, 1974; Birnbaum and
Veit, 1974: Krantz, 1972; Shepard, 1976; Veit, 1978). The problems have to do with the
testability of conclusions about subjective scale values and judgment models, and can be
described in terms of the outline shown in Fig. 2.

(Observed)
Stimulus
Information

(Subjective)
Stimulus
Scale values

(H)
i

---------

(Subjective)
Combination
Rule

(Subjective)
Response
Scale value

(C)

(Observed)
Overt
Response

(J)

S

The function H transforms each stimulus (i and j) into a subjective value
(si and sj ); the function C is the algebraic model respondents use to
combine the scale values into a subjective response, 41ii ; J transforms the
subjective response into an observed response, Rii.

Fig. 2-Outline of subjective processes

Figure 2 proposes that for two pieces of information (stimuli), i and j, presented to a
respondent Ifor example, in a questionnaire item), three subjective processes occur within the
stimulus-response interval. First, the two pieces of stimulus information describing
characteristics of the system are transformed by the function H to subjective scale values, s,
and s. Second, the scale values are combined by the function C to form an overall subjective
response, T. This function is the model that specifies how the scale values affect the subjective
response. Third, the subjective response is transformed into the observed response, R, by the
function J (the judgment function). All three of these functions are subjective in the sense that
"The outline can easily be extended to include a number of stimuli.
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they can only be inferred from what is observed-the stimulus information (i and j) and the
response (R).
Any complete theory ofjudgment must specify all three subjective processes. These specifications are credible if they result from empirically verified hypotheses. It is important that they
be credible since the purpose of using human judgments for evaluating complex systems is to
provide information for making operational and management decisions. The next sections
discuss testability problems resulting from the methods currently used to evaluate complex
systems.

DIRECT SCALING FRAMEWORK
In the "direct" scaling framework proposed and developed by S. S. Stevens (1946, 1957,
1971), the questions posed are generated from experimental designs that manipulate a single
factor (single-factor designs).2 For example, in Fig. 1, Close Air Support might be the single
factor. To be manipulatable, a factor must have several levels (i.e., values or categories along
the factor continuum). The levels of Close Air Support could be performance
descriptions-good, fair, and poor. This example of a single-factor design would thus have three
factor levels while other components in the system described in the questionnaire scenario
would be held constant at one level. The task posed to respondents (e.g., "experts") might be
to judge the value of each Close Air Support level in gaining a favorable outcome in a specified
land battle using a given numerical scale.3
Manipulation of a single factor allows assessment of its effect on judgments at the constant
level of the other factors included in the questionnaire scenario. However, this information is
rarely of interest, and, in fact, levels of factors are usually selected to ensure that main effects
will occur. The interest is usually in obtaining the subjective scale values associated with each
level of the manipulated factor. These scale values are assumed to be "directly" related to the
numbers given as responses. It is also assumed that the function used by respondents to
combine these subjective values (C in Fig. 2) follows the form dictated by task instructions.
(Typical instructions are to report the "ratio" of two factor levels or the "interval" between two
factor levels.) From this assumption, it is further concluded that the scale properties of the
numbers ("scale values") are what might be expected under that instructional model; ratio
properties 4 are usually assumed for numbers resulting from a ratio task and interval properties
for numbers resulting from an interval task. The major problem with these conclusions is that
they are, in principle, untestable in this single-factor design framework. The framework does
not provide the design constraints necessary for determining the subjective stimulus scales (s,,
s,), the subjective response scales (41),and the model (C) from the observed responses (Krantz
and Tversky, 1971; Anderson, 1974; Birnbaum and Veit, 1974; Shepard, 1976; Veit, 1978).
For example, to test a ratio model for "ratio" judgments, it should be possible to determine
if
RR

2

For a detailed discussion of this approach, see Appendix B.
Many single-factor designs could be extracted from the representation shown in Fig. 1. Each component could be
treated as a factor with qualitative descriptions as factor levels (as described above for Close Air Support); or each tier
could be treated as a factor with the components defining the tier as the factor levels. Decisions on how to define the
factors or variables of a representation depend on the hypotheses under consideration.
41thas commonly been held that a ratio model yields scale values to a ratio scale. However, scale values derived
from a ratio model yield numbers with log-interval scale properties (Krantz, Luce, Suppes, and Tversky, 19711.
3
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where R1 represents the "ratio" response. A subtractive model for "difference" (interval judgments predicts that
RE) = III,) - III )
1J.kik

,

where RD represents the "difference" response. A test of these simple predictions requires the
additional constraint of a second factor, k, to be manipulated in the design: that is, it requires
at least a two-factor experimental design. Section III, which discusses the algebraic modeling
approach to measurement, describes how hypothesized models (C in Fig. 2 can be tested with
appropriate designs and how, once the model is known, subjective stimulus (s,, s,),
and response
',%)scale values can be derived separately from the model.

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES
Problems with the typical use of multiple regression to explain judgment data have been
discussed extensively by Birnbaum (1973, 1974a). When multiple regression is the data analytic technique, the subjective combination function (C) is usually assumed to be some form of
the linear multiple regression model. "Subjective" values of predictor variables are sometimes
obtained from "direct" scaling techniques; physical values are often used when stimuli are
measured on the physical continuum.
The basic problem is that both the subjective combination model and the subjective scale
values are unknown. The experimental designs typically used in this research do not provide
the necessary constraints to test the hypothesized form of the linear regression model; nor do
they provide a means for verifying the "correctness" of the "direct" scales or physical values
used as input to "test" the model.- Indices of goodness-of-fit (e.g., R are usually used to assess
the model. But, such goodness-of-fit indices may be misleading since they can be high when
deviations from model predictions are significant and systematic (Anderson, 1971), and higher
for an incorrect than a correct model (Birnbaum, 1973, 1974a).

DECISION ANALYSIS
The typical application of decision analysis uses "direct" scales in the subjective expected
utility SEU) model. The SEU model proposes that choices should be or are (depending on
whether the model is thought of as a prescriptive or descriptive theory) made by maximizing
the sum of the products of utility and probability associated with the outcomes; that is, given
a choice between m alternatives, it is proposed that people choose (or should choose) the one
that maximizes
m
SEU

w,u,

=

(1)

i=1
where w,and u, correspond, respectively, to the subjective weight and subjective utility (scale
value) of the ith outcome, and Z w, = 1. Multiattribute utility (MAU) theory extends the SEU
model to choices between probabilities of outcomes, each of which has multiple attributes.
'When input values are physical measures, the untested assumption is that H in Fig. 2 is an identity function.

Decision analysts interested in complex system evaluation usually use Eq. 1) as a prescriptive theory. The model serves to link the components throughout a hierarchical representation
Ie.g., Fig. 1) to a final outcome (e.g., the Land Battle). Values used as input to Lhe model are
usually "direct" scales (see, for example, recommendations presented by Gardiner and Edwards
(1975)) and physical values (e.g., probabilities) associated with the stimulus outcomes. Both
input values lack validity. The same problem of validating that we discussed in relation to
"direct" scales exists with physical values such as probabilities. In this latter case, the untested
assumption is that the physical values are the same as their subjective counterparts: that is.
that H in Fig. 2 is an identity function. Since the procedures used with this approach do not
provide a way to validate values (the weights (w) and utilities (u) in Eq. (1) used as input to
the model, there is no way of knowing whether prescribed choices are those that would be
"prescribed" by the model.

COMMENTS
All three of the methods described above are commonly used in complex system evaiuation.
None of the methods employs experimental designs that provide the constraints needed to test
hypotheses about subjective scale values and/or combination functions. Thus, c(,nclusions about
these subjective events are based on untested assumptions.
In the next section we use illustrations to demonstrate why a single-factor design is not
sufficient for deriving scales or testing combination functions. We also show how questionnaires can be generated from experimental designs that allow tests of the hypothesized combination function (model). Subjective scale values are derived from the model when the data obey
the model's predictions. The model validates the scales.
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III. THE ALGEBRAIC MODELING APPROACH
TO SUBJECTIVE MEASUREMENT

The algebraic modeling approach to subjective measurement resolves the major problem
of testability encountered with the approaches described above. However, this approach is not
practical for complex systems involving many variables (factors) and interlinking causal hypotheses. In this section, we describe the basic ideas and experimental designs that characterize
the algebraic modeling approach. In the next section, we describe how these ideas and experimental designs are incorporated (along with additional design features) into the subjective
transfer function approach for complex system analyses.
The basic idea behind the algebraic modeling approach to subjective measurement is to use
experimental designs to generate questionnaires that allow tests of the hypothesized combination model (C in Fig. 2). When judgment data satisfy the predictions of the model, subjective
scale values (s,, sj, and W in Fig. 2) are derived from the model. Thus, the model that specifies
how the stimulus scale values affect judgment is the empirical validation base for those values.
Factorial combinations of stimuli' are a key design feature in model testing. When
questionnaires are generated from factorial designs, crucial predictions of hypothesized
combination models can be tested. The following example illustrates the main ideas of the
approach.
Suppose you wanted to know how performance of different tactical air operations affected
the "expert's" judgment of their value in bringing about a favorable outcome to a specified land
battle. Suppose further that the level of performance for each TAO could be good, fair, or poor.
It might initially be hypothesized that the subjective response (I in Fig. 2) was the simple
sum of the separate values placed on each TAO performance-a simple additive model. For two
TAOs, Close Air Support and Interdiction, the additive model may be written:
qfCAS.INTj

SCASi

+

SINTj ,

(2)

where sCAsi and s1NTj are the respective scale values for the ith andjth performance levels of Close
Air Support and Interdiction, and 4CASi,1NT is the subjective response scale value. Figure 3
shows a factorial design that would allow a test of this hypothesis. Close Air Support and
Interdiction are the two factors, and their possible performances (good, fair, or poor) are the
three factor levels for both factors. A questionnaire generated from this design would consist
of nine questions (stimulus items). Each item would describe the performance of Close Air
Support and Interdiction for a specified Land Battle. For each item, experts might be instructed
to judge the overall value of the performance of these two TAOs in bringing about a favorable
outcome to the Land Battle using a 9-point category rating scale. A one would be used if the
two TAO performances seemed to be not at all valuable in effecting a favorable outcome, a nine
would be used if they seemed very valuable, and the other numbers in the scale would be used
for judgments falling between the two extremes.
Hypothetical data (individual, mean, or median responses) for this task are shown in panel
A of Fig. 4. Panel B of Fig. 4 shows a plot of the data shown in panel A as a function of
Interdiction performance level, with a separate curve for each Close Air Support performance
'In factorial designs, every level of each factor is combined with every level of every other factor.

Interdiction
Poor

Fair

Good

Poor
Close
Air
Support

Fair

Good

Fig. 3-Factorial design of Close Air
Support and Interdiction

level. The slopes of the curves represent the effect of Interdiction performance on judged value:
separations between the curves represent the effect of Close Air Support performance. When
the function relating subjective and observed responses (J in Fig. 2) is assumed to be linear.the additive model of Eq. (2) predicts that the curves in Panel B should be parallel; that is, the
vertical distance between any two points of any two Close Air Support curves should be the
same, independent of the level of Interdiction (value on the x-axis). These data are perfectly
consistent with this parallelism prediction. If obtained data plotted as in Panel B of Fig. 4
revealed systematic deviations from parallelism, the additive model would be rejected., Note
that if only one factor were used in the design as in the "direct" scaling framework, only one
of the curves shown in panel B of Fig. 4 would be obtained. It is not possible to test the
parallelism prediction with only one curve lone factor).
When data are consistent with the predictions of the hypothesized model, the subjective
stimulus scale values are least squares estimates under the model. For the additive model,
these are the row and column marginal means for the row and column stimuli, respectively
(see Fig. 4A).', The subjective responses (40 are the cell values.
If responses to the task described above turned out as in Fig. 5A, the additive model would
be rejected as an explanation of the expert's combination model. A plot of these data (Fig. 5B
reveals a systematic divergent interaction. Thus, for these data, neither the marginal means
nor the cell values would contain any special meaning.
Upon close inspection of the data shown in Fig. 5B, it would be discovered that the divergent
interaction followed the particular form predicted from a range model (Birnbaum and Stegner,
2
This assumption can be tested using additional experimental design features to the simple factorial design sho, n
in Fig. 3. (For details see Birnbaum 11974b), Birnbaum and Veit 11974bi, and Veit (19781.1
-The apparent convergence of the curves toward high Interdiction values on the x-axis is illusory as can be seen
by measuring
the distances between the curves.
4
The hypothetical data graphed in panel B of Fig. 4 are ideal. In reality, data would contain error. Graphic analyses
aid in determining if error is random or contains systematic deviations from model predct ions An Analysis of Variance
test of the interaction provides a statistical test of the additive model.
-Under an additive model, the row marginal means in the factorial design are linearly related to the scale values
of the row stimuli, and the column marginal means are linearly related to the scale values of the column stimuli
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Interdiction
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Row Marginal Means
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1.0
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2.67

Fair

2.0
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6.0

3.67

Good

5.0

6.0

9.0

6.67

2.67
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Column Marginal Means

PANEL 8
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Air Support
Performance

6-

Fair

Response
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4

2

0

Poor

I

I

I

Fair

I

Good

Level of Interdiction performance
PANEL A
PANEL B

Cell values could be mean, median, or an individual
subject's responses.
Responses shown in Fig. 4, are plotted as a function
of Interdiction level with a separate curve for each
Close Air Support level; the parallel curves are
predicted by the additive model.

Fig. 4-Hypothetical data consistent with the additive model
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Graph of hypothetical data shown in Fig. 6; the
divergent interaction infirms the additive model.

Fig. 5-Hypothetical data that violate an additive model
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197.9. 1980). The range model predicts that on a particular trial the response results from the
fol lowilIg subJecl i ye process:
W

O5l
W

A.v-,

WINTSINT

where w,, is the weight and scale value associated with the initial impression (what the
judgment would be in the absence of specific information); w,.,, and WINFT
are the subjective
weights associated with Close Air Support and Interdiction, respectively; s(,,,, and "IT, are the

subjective scale values associated with the ith andjth levels of Close Air Support and Interdiction, respectively; s,..
and s.....
are the highest and lowest valued stimuli, respectively, in the
ijth set: and (,)
is an empirical constant that represents the magnitude of the range effect.
The range model predicts that for each item presented for judgment, respondents take a
weighted average of the stimuli but alter this average by taking into account the subjective
range of the information contained in the item. Thus, this model proposes that the extremity
of the information affects the judgment. Once the model is known, scale values (least squares
estimates' can be derived from it.
When human judgments are used to evaluate complex systems, it is vital to require that
conclusions regarding their meaning be based on tested premises. The algebraic modeling
approach to subjective measurement resolves the testability problem encountered with other
approaches presently used to evaluate complex systems. This resolution lies in generating
questionnaires from experimental designs that allow tests of the respondent's combination
model.
The key design feature to testing model predictions is the factorial design.6 One problem
with factorial designs is that the burden on the respondent increases rapidly as the number
of factors and factor levels are increased. For example, suppose that the Air Force wanted to
know how changes in the Element components shown in Fig. 1 affect the expert's perceived
outcome of the Land Battle. Since the interest is on causal and perceptual links among the
variables, the answer requires experimental manipulation of the Elements in designs that
allow tests of hypothesized judgment models. If each of the 24 Elements were treated as a factor
and each factor had three factor levels (for example, enemy information could be 9, 5, or 2 hours
old '.a questionnaire generated from a completely crossed design would contain 314 (3 levels of
each of the 24 factors) items for each respondent to answer. Further, each item would contain
24 pieces of information. This would be an impossible task to pose to respondents because of
questionnaire length and the amount of information contained in each item. It is possible to
reduce both questionnaire length and item size using variations on the completely crossed
design shown in Fig. 3 Isee Birnbaum and Stegner (1979, 1980) for details). However, these
kinds of reductions would not be sufficient to allow tests of hypotheses among the numerous
variables usually needed to adequately define a complex system. The subjective transfer
function approach was designed to handle this problem.
'Additional features to the simple crossed design (e.g., Fig. 3) are necessary to adequately test the predictions of
some models. For example, a more extended design would be necessary to test the major predictions of the range model
,Eq (3, and independently derive weight and scale value parameters. Discussions of these additional designs are
presented in Birnhaum and Stegner (1979. 19801 and Norman 19761.

IV. SUBJECTIVE TRANSFER FUNCTION
APPROACH

In this section, we describe how the subjective transfer function approach resolves the
measurement problem of testability (verifiability) described in Section II for complex systems
that involve numerous variables that interlink causally throughout the system. Basically, this
is accomplished by (a) incorporating the experimental designs that characterize the algebraic
modeling approach, and (b) providing additional design features necessary for linking all the
components of a system to its overall outcome (e.g., the Land Battle in Fig. 1).
The discussion is divided into three areas. First. we discuss procedures for defining components of a complex system representation and formulating testable hypotheses about their
effects on system outcomes. Second, we describe how to obtain combination models (C in Fig.
2) (referred to as transfer functions for easons described in this section) that link components
of the system to one another and to the highest tier in the representation (e.g., Land Battle
in Fig. 1). Third, we discuss the application of transfer functions to a comparison of two or more
complex systems.

DEFINING A COMPLEX SYSTEM REPRESENTATION
The first step in defining the components of a complex system is to gather information from
"experts" about the important system outcomes. For example, effecting a favorable outcome
to a particular Land Battle would be important to those involved in tactical air command and
control and force employment. The next step is to gather information from experts about what
system components might affect the battle outcome. From the pool of possible components, a
system's hierarchical structure is hypothesized. Some of these components are hypothesized to
be influenced by other components in the pool and thus serve an intermediary role in their
effects on the final outcome.

Preliminary Hypotheses
In Fig. 1, Air Force professionals would have hypothesized that the Land Battle is affected
by Tactical Air Operations, which are affected by the Functions, which, in turn, are affected
by the Elements. Specifically, experts might have hypothesized that Tactical Air Operation
performance affects the Land Battle; tactical air operation performance is affected by the ability
to perform the Functions of Planning, Directing and Controlling, which are affected by some
features of the Elements.
These relationships are stated as preliminary hypotheses in Table 1. These hypotheses
would be considered preliminary because they precede hypotheses that specify factor levels
(e.g.. levels of performance of Tactical Air Operations) and combination models that explain
how these levels affect judgment. For discussion purposes, independent variables (the factors
to be manipulated have been underlined; dependent variables (response dimensions) have
been set in italics. As can be seen from Table 1 and Fig. 1, intermediary components are
hypothesized as both being affected by components lower in the representation and having
13

Table I
PREIMINARY HNYl'()TrIISES AIS()IATEI) WIT
SHOWN IN

Fi;s. 1

ANI)

('iMPONEN'Ts

6

ST.A)

Performancea aftects perceived chates of bringi ig about a favorable
utcoe
Ito the Land Battle 1)

2. A hilitv to perform the Function (Plan.
(lose Air Support per/ormnuc'r
3

)irect.

( Control) affects perceived

Ability to perform the Function (Plan, Direct, or Control) affects perceived
Itt erdictiont performance.

-. Ability to perform the Function (Plan, Direct, or Control) affects perceived
.4 rlit/ performance.
5. Features of the Elements affect perceived ability to perform Planning for
('lose Air Support.
6. Features of the Elements affect perceived ability to perforn

)recting of

Close Air Support.
7. Features of the Elements affect perceived ability to perform Controlling of
('lose Air Support.
8.

Features of the Elements affect perceived ability to perform Planning for
Interdiction.

9. Features of the Elements affect perceived ability to perform Directing of
Interdiction.
10. Features of the Elements affect perceived ability to perform Controlling of
Interdiction.
II.

Features of the Elements affect perceived ability to perform Planning for
Airlift.

12

Features of the Elements affect perceived ability to perform Directing of
Airlift.

13, Features of the Elements affect perceived ability to perform Controlling of
A irlift.
alndependent variables (the factors to be manipulated) are underlined,
bDependent variables (the response dimensions) are in italics.
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effects on components higher in the representation. Thus, development of the hierarchical
representation is based upon a series of hypotheses concerning causes and effects within the
system that ultimately affect the final outcome.

Experimental Units
After hypotheses are formed, the complex system is divided into experimental units that
correspond to these hypotheses. In Fig. 6, the command and control and force employment
representation shown in Fig. 1 is labeled with experimental units that correspond to the
hypotheses listed in Table 1. Each unit contains the components that make up the independent
and dependent variables needed to test its hypothesis. These experimental units make it
possible to use factorial designs to generate questionnaires of reasonable length, questionnaire
items would contain a maximum of about five pieces of information. Combination models (C
in Fig. 2)are sought to explain the judged relationship among the variables within each unit
separately. Thirteen judgment experiments would be conducted to test hypotheses about the
representation shown in Fig. 6.
An additional advantage of representing a complex system in terms of its experimental
units is that different experts might be required for different units. For example, in Fig. 6, one
group of Air Force professionals might be expected to know about Planning Close Air Support
missions at the Function tier of the hierarchy (experimental unit 2) but not about the Process
Support for Directing Interdiction (experimental unit 9). Convei ely, a group that knew about
the Process Support for Directing Interdiction would not know about Planning Close Air
Support missions.

Procedure
Once an initial set of hypotheses is formed, preliminary experiments must be performed
on the respondent population to find out (a) if the tasks make sense (that is, whether components (factors), component descriptions (factor levels), and dependent variables are understandable in terms of the judgment task); (b)if selected components statistically affect judged
outcomes: and (c)what combination model (transfer function) might appropriately explain
component effects in the different experimental units.
These assessments can be made by performing judgment experiments like the one described
in the last section within each experimental unit separately. The sense of the tasks can be
assessed by examining each respondent's data. If a respondent's data exhibit numerous violations of fundamental algebraic axiom. :uch as commutativity and transitivity, it is concluded
that the respondent did not understand the task. Tests of component effects are made using
simple statistical analyses (e.g., analysis of variance). Tests of initially hypothesized combination functions are made using statistical and graphical (Figs. 4B and 51) analyses. If tests
indicate that a selected comp,tient does not affect judgments of the designated outcome, that
component is omitted from the representation and a new one may be sought. Iterations of
judgment experiments within each unit continue until appropriate components and an appropriate combination model (transfer function) have been found. The final definition of the
complex system representation (i.e., specification of the components and a diagram of their
interrelationships) emerges when judgment experiments are completed for every experimental
unit.
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OBTAINING TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
We describe below two features of the subjective transfer function approach. The first is
the construction of experimental designs within each experimental unit. The second relates to
definitions of independent and dependent variables.

Experimental Designs
Within each experimental unit, questionnaires would be generated from factorial designs
of the independent variables. Designs that allowed tests of hypothesized combination models
would be selected. An initial basis for selecting a model when little is known about the variables
under consideration could be its success in other domains. Statistical "badness-of-fit" tests
provide the researcher with information about the data's deviations from model predictions.
Graphic tests of fit (in which data are plotted as in Figs. 4B and 5B3 aid in diagnosing the
magnitude and direction of model deviations. When an appropriate model is determined,
stimulus and response scale values are derived from it. The goal would be to diagnose an
appropriate combination model for each experimental unit in the hierarchy.
If the initial tactical air command and control and force employment system turned out to
be like Fig. 6, a specified Land Battle would set the scene for all the experiments. Table 2
outlines a single experiment that might be performed at the TAO tier of Fig. 6. Each TAO has
been operationally defined in terms of its performance-good, fair, or poor. A fully crossed
factorial design of the three factors at this tier would produce 27 questionnaire items to present

Table 2
OUTLINE OF POSSIBLE JUDGMENT E XPERIMENT AT THE

TAO LEVEL

A.

Factors

Close Air
Support
Performance

Interdiction
Performance

Airlift
Performance

Good
Fair
Poor

Good
Fair
Poor

Good
Fair
Poor

Good
Good
Good

Good
Good
Good

Good
Fair
Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

B.
Factor
Levels

C.

Item

1.
2.
3.
4.

Descriptions

27.
D.
Sample
a
Item
(3 above)

If you knew that Closc Air Support performance was
good, Interdiction performance was good, and Airlift
performance was poor, what would you judge your
chances to be of effecting a favorable outcome in the
Land Battle?

aAl1 27 items would be randomly ordered within the questionnaire.

to the expert for judgment. (Variations on a completely crossed factorial design might be
necessary to adequately test the models under investigation. Different hypothesized models
may require different design variations.) An outline of the 27 different item descriptions is
presented in Panel C of Table 2. The respondent (an Air Force professional ) would judge the
chances of effecting a favorable outcome in the Land Battle, given the information in each item.
Table 3 outlines an experiment for unit three at the Function tier of Fig. 6. This experiment
would be designed to test a model that specified the effects described in the third preliminary
hypothesis of Table 1. In this example, the factors, ability to Plan, Direct, and Control, could
be described as good, fair, or poor. Again, 27 questionnaire items would be generated from a
simple factorial design of all three factors. A combination function would be sought that
specified the relationship between ability to perform the functions and perceived Interdiction
performance in the specified Land Battle.
Experiments for each of the nine units at the Element tier would follow the same outline.
Each of the components would be described along a certain dimension of interest. For example,
at unit 8 in the hierarchy, currency (in terms of how frequently the battle field is observed and
the time it takes to get the information to the command and control system) might be the
dimension selected to define Friendly and Enemy Information, and time to process incoming
information might be the dimension selected for the Process component. Levels of each of these
factors would have to be specified and factorially combined to produce questionnaire items for
the respondent to answer. For each item, respondents would be asked to judge the ability to
Plan Interdiction. Other experimental units at the Element level would use independent and
dependent variables corresponding to their hypotheses of concern (see Table 1).

Table 3
OUTLINE OF A POSSIBLE JUDGMENT EXPERIMENT FOR

UNIT 6 AT THE FUNCTION LEVEL
A.
Ability to
Plan
Interdiction

Ability to
Direct
Interdiction

Ability to
Control
Interdiction

Good
Fair
Poor

Good
Fair
Poor

Good
Fair
Poor

1.
2.
3.
4.

Good
Good
Good

Good
Good
Good

Good
Fair
Poor

27.

Poor

Poor

Poor

Factors
B.
Factor
Levels
C.

Item
Descriptions

D.
Sample

Item a

(2 above)

If you knew that the ability to Plan Interdiction was
good, Direct Interdiction was good, and Control Interdiction was fair, what would you judge the Performance
of Interdiction to be?

aAIl 27 items would be randomly ordered within the questionnaire.
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Operational Definitions of Independent and Dependent Variables
Careful construction of operational definitions of independent and dependent variables
(components) provides the "transfer" features of the models and thus the functional link among
experimental units throughout a representation.
Note in Fig. 6 that every component except those at the lowest and highest tier serve as
independent variables in one experimental unit and dependent variables in another experimental unit. For example, in experimental unit 5. Plan is the dependent variable for the
Friendly Information, Process, and Enemy Information independent variables. However, in
experimental unit 2, Plan is an independent variable along with Direct and Control; the
dependent variable for unit 2 is Close Air Support. Similarly, for experimental unit 1, Close
Air Support is an independent variable along with Interdiction and Airlift for the Land Battle
dependent variable. Transfer functions are obtained by operationally defining the components
that serve as both independent and dependent variables in the same terms for both uses (i.e.,
in both experimental units). Thus, the operational definition of these components as dependent
variables is the same as their operational definition as independent variables. These matching
operational definitions are illustrated in Table 1. For the fifth hypothesis 'corresponding to
experimental unit 5), the dependent variable definition for Plan (ability to perform Planning
for CAS), coincides with the definition of Planning when this component serves as an independent variable (ability to perform the function (second hypothesis in Table 1I). Similarly, the
dependent variable definition of Close Air Support-CAS performance-coincides with the
definition of Close Air Support when it is used as an independent variable (hypothesis number
one). This matching of dependent and independent variable definitions occurs throughout the
representation for all components serving as both independent and dependent variables. Thus,
when combination models are determined for all experimental units in the representation,
scale values of a dependent variable (response scale values, If in one experimental unit are
on the same definitional continuum as the scale values of its associated independent variable
(stimulus scale values at the next highest tier in the hierarchy). These "matching" scale values provide the rationale for using obtained models as transferfunctions in complex system
comparison. When the models are used as transfer functions, an output (4) model value
obtained by computing a function at one hierarchical tier is transferred for use as an input
value for its associated model at the next highest tier in the representation.
For an example, take models that might be obtained for experimental units two and one.
The model for the variables shown in experimental unit two would be some known function
of the values of Planning, Directing and Controlling ability. Computing these known values
according to the dictates of the model would yield the model's output-the value of Close Air
Supportperformance. The model at unit one would be a known function of the values placed
on Close Air Support, Interdiction, and Airlift performance. These values are needed in order
to calculate this model's output. One of these input values-Close Air Support performancewould be obtained by computing the output to the model at unit two. Models at experimental
units three and four would provide the remaining values of Interdiction and Close Air Support
performances, respectively, needed for calculating an outcome to the model at unit one. Because
of this transfer feature, combination models (C in Fig. 2) are referred to as transfer functions
(TI. A transfer function is sought for each experimental unit in the hierarchy, as illustrated
in Fig. 7. We discuss next the usefulness of the transfer functions in comparing complex system
outcomes.
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COMPLEX SYSTEM COMPARISON
Once the transfer functions are known for all experimental units comprising a representation, it is possible to compare systems having the components and component definitions
making up that representation. Comparisons can be made for every outcome (there is one
outcome for each experimental unit) in the representation. Two procedures can be used for
system comparison, One procedure is to compute the subjective transfer functions. An additional or alternative procedure that can be used for smaller subsets of experimental units is to
analyze graphic displays of the subjective responses (T values in Fig. 2) derived from the
transfer functions. These procedures are described below.

Computing Subjective Transfer Functions
Three kinds of information have to be known before the subjective transfer functions can
be used to compute outcomes: (1) the systems to be compared have to be defined; (2) the scale
values needed as input to the models at the lowest hierarchical tier need to be determined (these
models would not have other model's outcomes to use as input, as is the case with all models
in the hierarchy above the lowest tier); (3) these scale values need to be calibrated. In this
section we briefly discuss how to obtain this information and then we demonstrate how the
subjective transfer functions are calculated and used for complex s. :m comparison.
Defining a Particular Complex System. A given representation defines numerous complex systems. A particular system characterized by the representation is identified by the
component levels at the lowest hierarchical tier. For two systems to be different, they must
differ in at least one component level at the lowest tier. For example, for all systems defined
by the command and control and force employment representation shown in Fig. 7, a particular
system would be identified by its Element levels. Two different systems would have to vary
in at least one Element level.
For example, in Fig. 7, Communications (for Directing Interdiction (T9 in Fig. 6)) reflects
an actual communications capability used in command and control systems. Systems would be
different if they had different communications capabilities for Directing Interdiction. (Specific
differences in communication capabilities hypothesized to be important would have been factor
levels manipulated in the experiment.) Also, systems would be different if they had different
qualities of friendly and/or enemy information (provided by different information gathering
and reporting networks). The question is, how do these different systems vary according to
internal outcomes (at each experimental unit) and according to their overall outcomes (e.g., the
Land Battle in Fig. 1).
Determining Initial Input Scale Values. Before subjective transfer functions can be used
to compute outputs, subjective input values must be provided to the functions at the lowest tier
in the hierarchy. Once these are provided, model output values serve as inputs to all models
at higher tiers.
Subjective input values are obtained in one of three different ways:
1. If the particular component levels defining the system were used in the experiment,
then the subjective scale values are known; they are part of the experimental data;
2. If the component levels were not used in the experiments but are physical values, then
the functions relating these physical values to their subjective counterparts (H in Fig.
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3.

2) are known and are part of the experimental data, and can be used to transform the
new physical measures to the subjective values' needed as input to the modelIf the component levels were not used in the experiments and are qualitative descriptions rather than physical values, pre-evaluation experiments, similar to the original
experiments, would have to be performed for the experimental units involved in order
to determine the subjective values of those component levels.

Once all the subjective values associated with the factor levels at the bottom of the hierarchy are known and calibrated (described next), the transfer functions can be used to compare
outcomes at all levels in the hierarchy.
Calibrating Initial Input Scale Values. The researcher can usually claim to know scale
values of component levels (at the lowest hierarchical tier) at least to a linear transformation.2
When different component levels are scaled in different experiments (as the separate
experimental units suggest), resulting linear transformations of the values vary across
experimental units. Therefore, use of the subjective transfer function requires calibrating scale
values of component levels at the lowest (e.g., Element) hierarchical tier. This can be
accomplished by using experimental designs at the lowest tier that cut across experimental
units. For example, some of the component levels selected to define friendly information for unit
eight might also be employed in the experimental design for units nine and ten at the Element
tier. The idea is that by pinning down the relationships among factors that are repeated across
experimental units, it is possible to convert all scale values in those experimental units to the
same unit of measure. Different situations would require different solutions to the calibration
problem. Solutions would vary with the components selected to describe the system, with
"expertise" differences in respondent populations among experimental units, and with the form
of the transfer functions for the experimental units at the lowest tier.
Using Subjective Transfer Functions To Compare Systems. As described in the last
section, transfer function analyses require transferring the subjective response value (I in Fig.
2) obtained from a model at one tier in the hierarchy to the model at the next highest tier in
the hierarchy along the same path. There are nine paths in Fig. 7, one corresponding to each
element group.
Transfer function analysis is illustrated in Fig. 8. First, input values to T5, T6, and T7
would yield a subjective response scale value (P) for each function. Next, the response scale
value obtained from computing T5 would be used as the scale value associated with Planning
(p)needed to compute T2. Similarly, the response scale value obtained from computing T6
would be used as the scale value associated with Directing (d), also needed to compute T2, and
so forth until all input scale values for T2, T3, and T4 are computed. In the same manner, the
response scale values obtained by computing T2, T3, and T4 would be the input scale values
for T1. Finally, the output obtained by computing T1 is the overall subjective effectiveness
index.
To illustrate how transfer functions are computed, consider the following numerical example. Suppose T5 in Fig. 8 is an additive model; that is,
T5(fr in,en in,proc)

-

(fr in) + (en in) + (proc),

'H in Fig. 2 relates physical values (stimuii) to subjective values. When subjective stimuluis values are derived from
a known model, the plot of these values as a function of the physical values yields the forfij of the H function. Thus.
when stimuli are physical measures and the model and scales are known, the form of the H function is known.
MThe entire class of additive models and a number of interactive models (e.g., Eq. 31 yield interval scales of the
stimuli and responses when enough constraints are built into the test of the model by the design. Multiplicative models.

however, yield values known only to a power transformation Krantz etal., 1971.
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and the subjective input scale values for Friendly Information (fr in), Enemy Information (en
in), and Process (proc) are 7, 2, and 5, respectively. Then the output for T5 would be obtained
as follows:
(fr in) + (en in) + (proc)

*PlanCAS

+

7

+

2

5

14.
This output value of 14 obtained from T5 is the input value for Planning (p) in T2.
Suppose T6 is a range model of the form shown in Eq. 3, and the weights of the initial
impression (w,), Communication (comm) factor, and Process (proc) factor are 1, 3 and 5,
respectively, and the weight of the range term, w, is -0.8. Then the model for T6 would be
4'

(1)so + 3(comm)
1 + 3 + +
5 5(proc)

DortCAS

+ f-O.8(swa

-

If the scales values are 3, 6 and 8 for the initial impression (so), Communication (comm) and
Process (proc), respectively, substituting these values into the model would yield
4

IthreCAS

-

3 +

(3)(6)
1 + 3

+ (5)(8)
+ 5

_ 0.8(8-6)

= 5.18,
the output value for T6. This output value of 5.18 is the input value for Directing (d) in T2.
Suppose T7 is also a range model and the weights for the initial impression (w,), Friendly
Information (fr in) factor, Enemy Information (en in) factor, and Process (proc) factor are 1, 4,
7, and 3, respectively, and w is -0.7. Then the model for T7 would be
'

ControICAS

-"

(1)(s0) + 4(fr in) + 7en in) + 3(proc) _ [0.7(Smax
1±4+7+3

-

Sm,).

If the subjective sca 1
- lues are 2, 8, 2, and 6 for the initial impression (so), Friendly Information (fr in), Enemy Information (en in), and Process (proc), respectively, substituting these
values in this model would yield
'

Contm.A5

+ (4)(8) + (7)(2) + (3)(6)

-(1)(2)

=

1

+

4

+ 7 +

3

-

0.7(8-2)

0.2,

the output value for T7. This output value of 0.2 is the input value for Controlling (c) in T2.
Once the three * values are obtained from T5, T6, and T7, T2 can be calculated.
Suppose T2 is an additive model,
T2(p,d,c) = (p + d + c).
Substituting the 4' values obtained from T5, T6, and T7 into this model yields
('1As

= 14 + 5.18 + 0.2

= 19.38,
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the output for T2. This output value of 19.38 is the input vdlue for Close Air Support (CAS)
in TI. Calculating Ti also requires an Interdiction (Int) and an Airlift (Alft) value. In order
to obtain the Interdiction (Int) value for TI, it would be necessary to compute the transfer
functions T8, T9, and T1O to get the input values to T3. Calculation of T3 provides the
Interdiction value for T1. Similarly, in order to obtain the Airlift value for T1, it would be
necessary to compute the transfer functions T1 1, T12, and T13 to get the inputs to T4. Calculation of T4 provides the Airlift value for T1. Finally, calculating T1 yields the subjective
effectiveness index.
Usually, the concern in complex system analysis is on what changes the subjective effectiveness index; that is, why and where systems differ in the representation. An important
feature of the subjective transfer function approach is that system comparisons can be made
among all outcomes within the system (at each experimental unit) and the overall system
outcome.
Figure 8 can be used to illustrate system comparison. If two or more systems differed in
their communication and/or process capabilities for Directing Close Air Support (unit 6), they
could be compared at three different outcome points in the hierarchy-their abilities to Direct
(T6), their Close Air Support performances T2) and their relative influences on the Land Battle
ITI ). Another example would be two systems that differed in their Process support capabilities
for Controlling both Close Air Support and Interdiction missions. These two systems could be
compared in their T7 and T1O outcomes (the ability to Control Close Air Support and Interdiction operations, respectively); their T2 and T3 outcomes (the relative abilities of the two
systems to perform Close Air Support and Interdiction missions); and finally, their TI outcomes
Itheir relative influences on the Land Battle). Thus, the transfer functions can be used to
compare outcomes among systems at all units in the hierarchy.

Graphic Analyses
Graphs provide a useful mode for simultaneous comparison of all systems defined by the
manipulated factors and, through extrapolation, other systems with Element levels that lie
within the manipulated range. Graphic displays within each experimental unit would resemble
that shown in Fig. 5B except that subjective responses (I -values derived from the model) would
3
be plotted on the y-axis and subjective scale values (s in Fig. 2) would be plotted on the x-axis.
Such graphic displays would allow visual inspection of subjective tradeoffs in values of the
independent variables that produce various outcomes. For example, Fig. 5B could be thought
of as representing the outcomes from nine systems that differ on levels of Interdiction ard Close
Air Support performance at the TAO hierarchical tier in the representation. 4 If the values
shown in this graph were derived from theory (the subjective transfer function), the data would
indicate that poor Interdiction and fair Close Air Support performance are valued about the
same in effecting a favorable outcome in the Land Battle as good Interdiction and poor Close
Air Support performance. Comparisons among other pairs or groups of data points allow similar
evaluative interpretations. The next step would be to examine similar theoretic plots at the
Function tier to examine how the ability to perform the different Functions affects Interdiction
and Close Air Support Performance, and so forth until it is determined how one or more of the
:'This
would be a plot of the model's predictions.
4
Figure 5B depicts data for a two factor experiment. If three factors were used as suggested in Tables 2 and 3. a
two-dimensional graph would be displayed for each level of the third factor.
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Elements can be changed to alter the ability to perform the Functions and hence the perceived
outcome of the Land Battle.
This type of analysis gets complicated when comparisons include many experimental units
and tradeoffs are between a number of variables as the analysis proceeds from the top down
to lower tiers in the hierarchy. In these cases, use of the subjective transfer functions is a more
practical evaluative tool.

COMMENTS
The subjective transfer function approach is a valuable tool for complex system analysis
because it provides a framework for testing cause and effect hypotheses. The framework further
allows the testing ofjudgment models that specify the nature of these effects. Thus, information
resulting from the analysis provides guidance for changing aspects of the system to achieve
desired outcomes. The approach is being demonstrated and refined at The Rand Corporation
for application to command and control and force employment evaluation.

Appendix A
TACTICAL AIR COMMAND AND CONTROL
AND FORCE EMPLOYMENT

In wartime, the tactical Air Force contains fighter aircraft, reconnaissance aircraft and
transport aircraft organized by tactical "wings"--each wing having 36 to 72 of one type of
aircraft and the men, equipment, supplies and facilities needed to maintain and operate those
aircraft in combat. The tactical Air Force also contains a command and control system leading
downward from the overall commander of the tactical air force to the wings. This system, called
the Tactical Air Control System (TACS), manages the employment of the forces-determines
which enemy targets to destroy, which information to collect, and where and what to airlift,
and directs specific wings to perform specific tasks at specific times.
The TACS includes a network of operations centers, communications systems, and ground
and airborne radars. It maintains as complete a picture as possible on the unfolding air and
land battles and of the posture of unengaged friendly and enemy forces by processing friendly
information and enemy information provided to it. From this picture and consideration of
national and military plans and objectives, senior officers in the TACS make the force employment decisions and direct the wings accordingly.
The force employment decisions are made in two different contexts: future and present
operational time periods. Deciding how to employ the force in a future operational time period
(historically, the next day), is called Planning. In each period, the employment of the entire
tactical force expected to be available is planned for the following period. When the plan is being
executed, decisions are required on adjustments to the planned employment in response to
currently perceived situations that differ from those projected at the time the plan was made.
This employment decisionmaking is called Controlling. In both cases, the decisions take the
form of specifying operational missions to be flown by the tactical aircraft, and the wings are
"directed" to do so. Hence, Tactical Air Command and Control performs three main functionsPlanning, Directing and Controlling.
Tactical air forces affect the course of military events by flying (or having the potential to
fly) combat missions. These missions are categorized into Tactical Air Operations (TAOs)
indicating primary mission objectives. The TAOs include Air Defense, Reconnaissance, Search
and Rescue, and Offensive Counter Air, and, of course, the three selected for illustration in the
main body of this report-Close Air Support, Interdiction, and Airlift. Hence, tactical Air Force
employment in general can be thought of as the performance of the Tactical Air Operations,
and the effectiveness of force employment can be thought of as the effectiveness of appropriate
TAOs in affecting the course of military events.
A land battle can be defined as a single military event in which tactical air forces play an
important role. In large-scale conventional warfare, opposing forces engage in many battles on
the ground in order to achieve military objectives (such as occupying territory or destroying
opponents' forces) that are expected to contribute to the ultimate attainment of national goals.
In these battles, while the army engages opposing army forces on the ground, tactical air forces
conduct tactical air operations to influence the outcome of the battle. They attack and destroy
enemy army forces in direct contact with our army forces (Close Air Support); fly in reinforce27
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ments and resupplies to our army forces iAirlift ; attack and destroy enemy forces and equipments, close roads and other lines of communication in the enemy's rear to keep new enemy
forces from joining the battle f]nterdiction), attack and destroy enemy aircraft attempting to
attack our army forces (Air Defense); and carry out other TAOs having less direct influence
on the course of the battle.'
Evaluation of the effectiveness of Tactical Air Command and Control (the fundamental
research issue which led to the development of the subjective measurement technique) must
be in terms of how it can affect the course of military events in wartime. For our discussion
in the main body of the report we have chosen to use a land battle as the military event against
which to measure. Command and control affects military events only through its effect on the
performance of tactical air operations. Hence, the representation (Figs. 1, 6 and 7) shows the
Land Battle influenced at the top tier and the TAOs directly influencing it, which follows from
the above discussion. Command and Control is brought in at the third tier, reflecting that the
effectiveness of the TAOs depends in large part on how well they can be planned, directed and
controlled. And finally, the elements which go into Planning, Directing and Controlling form
the bottom tier.

TACTICAL AIR OPERATION DEFINITIONS

Close Air Support
Air attack against hostile targets which are in close proximity to friendly forces and which
require detailed integration of each air mission with the fire and movement of those forces.

Interdiction
The attack of specific objectives by fighter, bomber, or attack aircraft on an offensive
mission. It includes air operations conducted to destroy, neutralize, or delay the enemy's
military potential before it can be brought to bear effectively against friendly forces. These air
operations are conducted against categories of targets at such distances from friendly forces
that detailed integration of each air mission with the fire and movement of friendly forces is
not required.

Tactical Airlift
The carriage of passengers and cargo within a theatre in the context of airborne operations,
air logistic support, special missions and aeromedical evacuation missions.
'Because of the heavy involvement of tactical air in these battles they are now considered in a composite sense as

"the air/land battle."
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FUNCTION DEFINITIONS
Planning
The activities and decisionmaking that determine how the tactical air resources are to be
used in a future operational time period (usually the next day). It encompasses establishment
of strategy, selection of air missions to be flown and targets to be attacked, specification of
aircraft to fly the missions, and development of detailed tactics to be used in accomplishing each
mission. It is based on knowledge and perception of both friendly and enemy force dispositions,
capabilities, and intentions.

Controlling
The monitoring and evaluation of the current military situation and the adjusting of plans
and ongoing operations as necessary to achieve military objectives.
Directing
The issuance of orders to all units involved in the execution of plans generated by the
planning function and plan adjustments generated by the controlling function. It encompasses
both the preparation and the transmittal of orders and instructions, which must be timely and
comprehensive to enable forces to perform assigned tasks and accomplish planned missions.

ELEMENT DEFINITIONS
Friendly Information
Information on friendly events, resources and capabilities. It is measured in terms of its
currency, accuracy, and content.
Enemy Information
Information on enemy events, resources, and capabilities. It is measured in terms of its
currency, accuracy, and content.
Process Support
The means by which information within the command and control system is processed,
displayed, and communicated internally.
Communications
The capacity of the system used to communicate with the operational wings to direct them
to perform tactical air missions.

Appendix B
"DIRECT" SCALING FRAMEWORK

The "direct" scaling approach (Stevens 1946, 1957, 1971) has been used widely in psychology and has been adopted readily by researchers in other areas. The appeal of the approach
is its simplicity and the belief that subjective scale values are obtained by having people assign
numbers to stimulus objects according to a set of rules (S. S. Stevens proposed this in 1946).
An outline for discussing this approach is presented below in Fig. B. 1. Note that only two events
in the outline are directly observable: the stimulus information, i, and the overt response (R,).
The first subjective process, H, transforms the stimulus information into a corresponding
subjective scale value, s,. The second subjective process, J, transforms the scale value into an
overt response, R,. Thus, the outline postulates two subjective transformations that occur
between the presentation of the stimulus information and the occurrence of the response.
Stimulus information could consist of descriptive statements (e.g., a sentence that describes the
use of Interdiction in a particular Land Battle) or dimensions that have associated physical
measures (e.g., distance, time, number of messages coming into a system, number of sorties).

Stimulus
information

Scale
value

H

W

si

J

Overt
response

am R i

H represents the function that transforms the stimulus information i to its
subjective counterpart, s i ; Lrepresents the judgment function that transforms
the subjective value to an overt response, R i.

Fig. B.1-Outline of "direct" scaling

Scaling Examples
The main features of the "direct" framework are (a) the emphasis on obtaining scale values
(the s, values in Fig. B. 1) and (b) the use of single-factor experimental designs (described below)
to generate questions posed to the respondent. As will be seen, a single-factor design does not
allow tests (verification) of basic assumptions underlying conclusions about subjective events.
'Researcherc using "direct" scaling usually use stimuli that can be measured on the physical continuum, Graphs
of responses as a function the physical values are assumed to yield the form of H in Fig. B. I (called the psychophysical
function).
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Two illustrations are presented below that describe how "subjective" scales might be
obtained in this framework. For both examples, consider the stimuli to be levels of Close Air
Support performance; performance could be good, fair, or poor. Think of the respondents as Air
Force professionals who were asked to perform the specified task. For each task, written
category labels operationally define the numbers used by the Air Force professional in making
a judgment concerning the value of each level of Close Air Support performance in effecting
a favorable outcome in a given land battle. In the hypothetical examples, however, numbers
are deliberately disassociated with particular performance levels since the examples are
presented solely for purposes of illustrating the "direct" scaling approach: specific scaling
interpretations are not intended. Data could be obtained on an individual basis or be the result
of a group decision. Data that result from a group decision can present special interpretive
problems which require understanding how characteristics of the group differentially influence
the decision; but, these are not of concern here since the main points of discussion are independent of such issues.
Example 1: Category Ratings of Close Air Support Value. Figure B.2 below illustrates
a single-factor design where Close Air Support from the third tier in Fig. 1 serves as the single
factor. The factor (often referred to as the variable stimulus) has three levels that correspond
to Close Air Support performance capability. The three performance levels have been arbitrarily labeled a, through a:, in order to disassociate them from the hypothetical numbers. On a given
trial, an Air Force orofessional might be asked to judge the value of a particular Close Air
Support pertormance level in producing a favorable outcome in a specified Land Battle. The
task might require respondents to use a nine-point category rating scale to make their judgments; a nine would represent a "very valuable" performance level and a one would represent
a performance level that appeared "not at all valuable;" numbers in between would represent
gradations rc Lhese extremes. Typically, stimuli (performance levels) would be presented in a
random fashion after respondents were familiar with all possible choices so that they knew
when to use a one, a nine, and all of the other possible numbers in the response scale.
Hypothetical data for this task have been inserted in the cells of the single-factor matrix
shown in Fig. B.2.2 Numbers in the cells could represent either judgments obtained from a

Close Air Support
performance

a,

a2

a3

Fig. B.2-Hypothetical data matrix
for category ratings of Close
Air Support value

2The numbers (and hence the corresponding Close Air Support performance levels, in the hypothetical data matrix
can be considered to have been ordered post hoc in terms of increasing magnitude.
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single individual, mean, or median judgments of a number of individuals. For these
hypothetical data, performance level a, got a very low "value" judgment while performance
level a,, got a high "value" judgment.
In the "direct" scaling framework, numerical responses are assumed to be linearly related
to the underlying subjective scale values (i.e., J in Fig. B.2 is assumed to be linear).
Example 2: Magnitude Estimations of "Ratios" of Close Air Support Performance
Level Values. The second example is a task that requires respondents to make ratiojudgments
of the relative value of each piece of information to a selected standard by using 100 if the
variable performance level appears equally as valuable as the standard in the success of the
given land battle, 50 if it appears half as valuable, 200 if it appears twice as valuable, etc. This
is an example of a magnitude estimation response scale with a modulus ("ratio of 1") equal to
100. When magnitude estimations are used, respondents are typically told to use any number
they wish that !llows the described pattern in making their ratio judgments. For this task,
the three variable levels of Close Air Support performance would be paired randomly with a
selected standard performance level forjudgment. Again, the goal would be to get the subjective
scale values (s, in Fig. B.1) associated with each performance level. Hypothetical magnitude
estimations (means, medians, or an individual respondent's data) for this task are presented
in Fig. B.3. For these data, performance level a1 appeared half as valuable as the standard, level
a2 , while performance level a, appeared four times as valuable as level a, In this framework
it would be concluded that the scale values associated with TAOs a1 , a2 , and a, are linearly
(actually linear with a zero intercept for a ratio task) related to 50, 100, and 400, respectively.

Close Air Support
performance level
a,
Standarda2

a2

5
10
TAOa2LL

a3

Z

40

Fig. R&.3-Hypothetical data matrix for magnitude
estimation of Close Air Support value

Problems with "Direct" Scaling
After responses are collected, the numbers require interpretation. As mentioned above,
researchers using "direct" scaling usually interpret responses as linearly related to the underlying subjective values of the stimuli along the operationally defined response continuum; the
numbers given to the Close Air Support levels in Figs. B.2 and B.3 would be interpreted as the
subjective scale values of those levels in effecting a favorable outcome in the specified Land
Battle.
Scrutiny of"direct" scaling interpretations has led to criticisms of the approach. One major
criticism is that interpretations based on operational definitions are simply tautologies; they
do not explain what the numbers mean. In the above examples, nothing is known about what
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affected the Air Force professional's response, or under %hat conditions other numbers might
have been given asjudgments. For an interpretation to be useful, it has to be based on criteria
that permit its falsification; that is, there has to be a way to determine whether it is "wrong."
The major problem with the "direct" approach to scaling is that this is not possible. This can
be seen by examining the two major assumptions on which data interpretation is based. The
first assumption is that the judgment function WJin Fig. B.1) is linear; the second assumption
is that respondents combine subjective stimulus values according to the rule dictated by
instructions. For example, when the instructions are to judge "intervals" or "ratios," responses
result from actual subjective interval or ratio computations. In this single-factor framework.
these assumptions are, in principle, untestable. This is because when only one factor is used
in the design, responses are a confounded composition of the two subjective transformations,
H and'J in Fig B. 1. It is not possible to separate stimulus scaling f H) from judgmental processes
W). or test theories of the respondent's combination rule. These assumptions are discussed next.

Assumption of a Linear Judgment Transformation
The assumption that responses are a "direct" scale of subjective value implies that the
judgment transformation (J in the outline of Fig. B. 1) is linear for "interval" estimates (example 1) and linear with a zero intercept for "ratio" estimates (example 2). This implies that
"scales" obtained from the two types of tasks should be linearly related. :' Empirically, however,
magnitude estimations of "ratios" are typically a positively accelerating function 4 of category
ratings of "intervals" for a wide variety of psychophysical and social judgment dimensions
Stevens, 1968 Stevens and Galanter, 1957). This typical nonlinear relationship found between
differer~t operations for "measuring" the same stimuli in the "direct" framework is illustrated
in Fig. B.4 for the hypothetical data. The graph in Fig. B.4 is a plot of magnitude estimations
of "ratios" as a function of category ratings of "intervals." (Both sets of numbers would be
interpreted by the "direct" scaling researcher as representing the subjective scale values of the
same Close Air Support levels.)
Failures of "scale" convergence have also been found within a given task. For magnitude
estimations of "ratios," responses to a given set of stimuli have been demonstrated to change
with changes in contextual features of the experiment. For example, responses depend on the
magnitude of the standard stimulus and the modulus (the number selected to represent a "ratio
of 1") (Poulton, 1968), as well as the range of the magnitude estimation response-scale examples
and distributional features such as spacing and frequency of the stimuli presented for judgment
(Birnbaum, 1980). Category ratings of a given set of stimuli also depend upon features of the
stimulus distribution (see for example, Parducci and Perrett, 1971; Birnbaum, 1974c; Birnbaum, 1980).
The outline shown in Fig. B.1 makes a clear distinction between the response, R, and the
underlying subjective scale value, s, associated with the stimulus. The empirical nonlinear
relationship between response values assigned to the same stimuli shown in Fig. B.4 implies
either that the judgment function, J, is not linear or that subjective scale values associated with
particular stimuli change in different ways, depending on contextual features of the experi-

R,

:This can he seen from the following reasoning. If R,
as, + b for "intervals" and R, - cs, for "ratios." then
aR*,/c)
i + b - a'R, + b. where a' z (a/c). and R,and R, represent the ith "interval" and "ratio" response. respec-

tively.
4

A positively accelerating function is one that increases at an increasing rate, that is. the second derivative of the
function is greater than zero. Examples are power functions with exponents greater than one, or exponential functions.
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Fig. B.4-Test of "scale" convergence

ment (e.g., response, scale, task). More than one factor is needed in the stimulus design to test
between these two possible interpretations.
What if response values to the same stimuli agree? This is the case for some stimulus
continua (Stevens and Galanter, 1957). Linear agreement between "subjective scales" of the
same stimuli can be considered a necessary but not sufficient criterion for determining scale
validity (Birnbaum and Veit, 1974a). A nonlinear function between operational definitions of
sensations of the same stimuli suggests that at least one set of scales is "wrong." A linear
function, however, does not imply that either "scale" is "right"; both scales could be wrong with
respect to some validity criterion.

Assumption that Respondents Obey Task Instructions
The second major assumption of researchers using the "direct" scaling approach is that
respondents follow task instructions; that is, their mental computations are as prescribed by
the task. Thus, when instructions are tojudge "ratios," the respondent's subjective combination
process is assumed to be a ratio rule. From this assumption, it is further assumed that resulting
numbers (responses) represent a ratio scale of sensation of the stimulus information. When
respondents are instructed to estimate "intervals," it is assumed that their psychological
process corresponds to task instructions and thus the resulting numbers represent an interval
scale of subjective value. To test the hypothesis that the respondent's subjective combination

rule corresponds to the dictates of the task, at least two factors are needed in the stimulus
design, as we demonstrated in the section on the algebraic modeling approach to measurement.
Determining scale properties is a separate issue and depends on the constraints placed on the
test of the model by the experimental design.

SUMMARY REMARKS
"Direct" scaling contains measurement problems that cannot be resolved without further
constraints. Because the basic assumptions of the framework are, in principle, untestable in
the framework, many psychologists interested in determining these subjective events have
questioned the usefulness and meaningfulness of"scales" obtained with "direct" scaling methods (Birnbaum and Veit, 1974a; Krantz, 1972; Savage, 1966; Shepard, 1976; Treisman, 1964;
Veit, 1978).
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